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5 Demapping and decoding performance.    
‐ BPSK and QPSK modulations





Ph D thesis on multilevel error correcting codes. .        ‐  
• UEP codes are based on the idea of superposition coding 
d i C ’ (1972) b d t h lpropose   n  over s paper   on  roa cas  c anne s
• The nodes of a wireless network (cooperative or not) always 
b d i f i (i d i i i l iroa cast  n ormat on  .e., every no e,  n pr nc p e, rece ves 
this information)
b ( )• Cooperative  roadcasting paper   Bergmans and Cover ,1974
“Superposition coding always outperforms orthogonal 












1. Relay RN1 has higher SNR compared to RN2 C1 > C2
2. “Shortest path” (smallest number of hops) not always most reliable
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B d C (1974) “C ti B d ti ”• ergmans an   over  :  oopera ve  roa cas ng
– Superposition codes always outperform orthogonal assignment




• Stefanov and Erkip (2004): “Cooperative Coding for Wireless 
Networks”



















– Consider superposition coding performed at a single source, metrics               
• H.J. Yang, Y. Choi and J. Chun (2010): Modified High‐Order PAMs for 
Binary Coded Physical‐Layer Network Coding





i l t i ti (SNR) th U 2 (N < N )s gna ‐ o‐no se ra o    an  ser    1   2 :
Sequence received by 

























From: P. Bergmans and T. Cover, “Cooperative Broadcasting,” IEEE Trans. Info. Theory, vol. IT-20, no. 3, pp. 317-324, May 1974.
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4. Multilevel LUEP codes and |u|u+v| construction
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air” |u|u+v| (Plotkin) coding scheme:       
( ) ( ) 12222111111 |||||0| nvvmvmy ++= αα
( )||0| 11 vm
S1 D1 (or RN1)







• BPSK Mappingmi from a bit to a signal set Mi , i=1,2. Assume αi1=αi2














































































































B1 B2 C=B1+B2 y B1 B2 y
0     0          0             -1
0     1          1            +1
1     0          1            +1
1 1 0 1
0     0 -2
0     1 0
1     0 0








Log-likelihood ratio LLR  metric: { }Pr 0c y c y= =
y y
























AWGN h l c anne
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Cooperative |u|u+v|: Length 96




































• Basic idea: Quadrature multiplexing     
• Source i: BPSK mapping with φi(t), i=1,2





































• M {s s s s } andM {s s s s } :1= 11, 12 , 13, 14      2= 21, 22 , 23, 24     





3 /10E− 3 /10E
 
• At the receiver, the direct‐sumM1+M2 is equal to a 7‐ary signal set:
0
/ /10y E
2 4 6-6 -4 -2
B11+B12=   0 0         1,0,1 1        1,0,1 0           0








































































and hierarchical mapping   
• 4‐PAM Mappingmi from two bits to a signal set Mi , i=1,2. Assume αi1=αi2
• Again, two sets: M1={s11,s12 ,s13,s14 } and M2={s21,s22 ,s23,s24 }  with two power levels
• At the receiver the direct‐sumM1+M2 is equal to a 28‐ary signal set:    ,             
0
/ /10y E
2 4 6-6 -4 -2
This idea was proposed by L. Xiao, T.E. Fuja, J. Kliewer and D.J. Costello (2009)










































































using BPSK QPSK 4‐PAM and 16‐QAMmodulations  ,  ,       
• Cooperative broadcasting = Network coding over physical layer

















Length 96 codes   
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Combining cooperative |u|u+v| with Alamouti:
Length 204 codes   
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